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1. GENERAL 

A. Scope 

1.01 This section provides general des-
criptive information on the SC2 

selective control system. The SC2 system 
was developed to provide r~ote. central
ized, fail-safe control an.d." supervision of 
the facilities of right-of-way companies. 
It comprises a main, or control, station 
where all control is cenurali.z'ed, and one 
or more satellite, or controlled, stations 
whieh connect with the castomer's equipment. 

1.02 Typical appLications of this syst:em 
would be to oil and gas pipeline 

systems and to power transmission ne'towor:Ks 
where it would control and supervis~ the 
position of 2-sta'be devices such as valves, 
pumps, sWitches• and perform other con'brol 
and alarm functions • 

1.03 The SC2 system main and satellite 
stations Will normally be looat•d on 

customer premises and Will be,conneoted 
togethel" by 'V'arious outside·plant line 
facilities owned by either the Bell System 
or indep•ndent companies. 
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B. General Operation of System 

1.04 The main station has a console-mounted 
control panel which contains the indi

vidual push-button keys used to initiate the 
transmission of signals to satellite station& 
Individual lamps are also provided and give 
a continuous display of the conditions of 
the controlled Clevices. In addition, a com
mon control section of the panel contains 
keys and lamps common to the system. In 
operation the main station transmits orders 
by fail-safe methods to the satellite sta
tions, which perform these orders as di
rected and then return acknowledgment 
signals which indicate the new condition of 
the device to the main station. The main 
station also transmits individual inquiry 
signals to the satellite stations and re
ceives return signals indicating the condi
tion of the facility in question. A roll 
call feature which automatically transmits 
a series of inquiry signals provides means 
of checking the condition of all controlled 
devices. A roll call may be initiated 
manually at the main station or by automatic 
action at a satellite if any of the con
trolled devices undergoes an unordered 
change•of condition. Audible and visible 
alarms indicate abnormal operating condi
tions and bring unordered changes in condi
tions of devices to the dispatcher's 
attention. 

c. Summary of Basic Operational Features 

1.05 The basic operational features which 
are designed to give the SC2 system 

a high degree of reliability are summarized 
in the following paragraphs. 

1.06 At the main station selective order 
codes are generated to address and 

control the operation .of a number of cus
tomer owned devices located at remote poin~ 
These devices will usually have only two 
conditions; that is, on or off, open or 
closed, active or inactive. · 

1.07 Satellite stations are arranged to re-
spond to the order codes and ~o return 

noncoded acknowledgment signals autanatically 
to the main station to indicate the status 
of remotely controlled devices. 

1.08 . The use of noncoded signals from th'e 
satellite results in equipment econ

omies, since there is no need for code send
ing equipment at the satellite locations and 
no code translating equipment at the main 
station. 

1.09 However, with the arrangement de-
scribed in 1.07 and 1.08, a roll call 

technique must be used to check the system . 
for unordered changes .of state of customer's 
equipment. When such a change occurs, a 
distinctive pulse is transmitted by the 
satellite to the main station, which starts 
a roll call. On finding the particular 
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device which caused the alarm pulse to be 
generated, the main station gives an audible 
and visible indication of the alarm• 

1.10 Fail-safe reliability results from 
the "2-out-of-5" pulse length code 

used for transmitting orders to satellites. 
These are selective, decimal, time division 
codes which are self-checking and which re-. 
sult in extremely reliable operation of the 
system. 

1.11 Each device in a system has a partic
ular code or codes associated with it. 

1.12 Provision is made·in the SC2 system 
to send selective inquiry codes which 

simply determine or check the status of any 
2-state de¥ice. Confirming signals are re
turned to the main station in the same 
manner as they are when an order code is 
sent to the satellite. 

1.13 Any number of satellites,up to the 
code capacity of the system# may be 

operated over a single narrow band channel. 

D. Summary of Supplementary Features 

1.14 In addition to the basic operational 
features summarized above. the SC2 

system has a number of supplementary fea
tures which contribute toward making it 
efficient. easy to operate,and adaptable 
to a wide variety of customer applications. 
These features are summarized in the fol
lowing paragraphs. 

1.15 All codes are generated by push
button key operation. 

1.16 As many as 1000 different 9odes may 
be originated at a main station. 

1.17 All lamps and keys at the main and 
monitor stations are mounted in a 

sloping panel console, providing easy and 
convenient operation for the station 
attendant. 

1.18 The main station console exhibits a 
continuous disilay of the status of 

all remotely control ed 2-state devices. 

1.19 Flashing lamps and audible alarms 
are used to alert the main statio~ 

when necessary. 

1.20 A monitor station is available which 
provides remote lamp indications of 

the status of all 2-state customer devices 
under control of the mairr station. 

1.21 Arrangements are available to permit 
connection of the customer's tela

metering equipment over the SC2 channel or 
over an auxiliary channel. 
1.22 Means are provided so that a remote 

device can be under direct control fran 
the main station over the regular SC2 cha~. 
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1.23 Optional arrangements also provide a 
means for sending an alerting call to 

the main station attendant. 

1.24 It is also possible to initiate action 
at a satellite which will result in 

the main station's sending a system signal 
to all satellites in the system. 

1.25 Building block equipment design is 
used so that only the necessary 

equipment in required amounts need be used 
for any particular system. 

1.26 Plug-in equipment units provide for 
rapid and easy maintenance of the 

system. 

1.27 Junction is made with the customer's 
equipment at a low-voltage point. 

SECTION 993.301.01 

2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

A. Main Station 

2.01 The SC2 main station, which controls 
all operations in the SC2 system, con

sists of a floor-mounted console as shown in 
Fig. 1, and two or more control equipment 
cabinets as shown in Fig. 2. 

2.02 The SC2 main station console contains 
all keys and lamps required to initiate 

orders to a satellite and to indicate visuDly 
the status of the customer's devices con
nected to the satellite. Up to 60 devices 
may be controlled from a single console. 
Each 2-state device to be controlled from 
the main station requires three different 
selective codes; one to turn it on, one to 
turn it off, and one to determine the status 
of the device. 

Fig. l - Main Station Console 
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Fig. 2 - Typical Main Station Equipment 

B. Satellite Station 

2.03 The satellite station, which connects 
to the customer's equipment, consists 

of one or more bays of control equipment, 
depending upon the number of devices the 
customer wishes to control. The individual 
satellite equipment bays are the same size 
and similar in appearance to the main sta
tion equipment. 

2.04 The SC2 satellite station receives 
from the main station coded signals 

which initiate the operation of customer's 
devices. 
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2.05 In normal installations, there are no 
lamps or keys associated with the SC2 

satellite equipment; however, means are 
available so that they may be provided ex
ternally. 

c. Reliability 

2.06 Codes transmitted from the main sta-
tion to the satellite provide for ex

treme fail-safe reliability. Because of the 
inherent self-checking features of the code, 
any mutilation of the code from line hits, 
breaks, or other causes results in the re
jection of the code by the satellite station. 
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Thus, instead of a wrong operation, no oper
ation results. 

2.07 In order to minimize operator errors 
due to accidental operation of an 

order key, a MASTER OPERATE key is provided 
at the main station. Both this key and an 
lndividual order key must be operated simul
taneously or no a~tion will result. 

D. Order Codes Transmitted to Satellite 
Stations 

2.08 Two individual order keys, represent-
ing the two conditions a controlled 

device may have, are provided for.each de~ 
vice. These are located directly under the 
corresponding red and green indicating lamps 
for that device as shown in Fig. 3. Fol
lowing an order, a remote device operates 
and the satellite station then sends back 
either a short or a long pulse, representing 
the condition of the device. 

2.09 In the SC2 system a short return 
pulse from the satellite station indi

cates the open, off, or inactive state 
whereas a long return pulse indicates the 
closed, on, or active state. 

2.10 If the device does not operate within 
6 seconds from the end of an order 

signdl, the satellite sends back a pulse 
indicating that the device is still in the 
same position as it was.before the order 
was sent. 

2.11 In either case, the system restores to 
normal and is ready for another oper

ation after the reply is received. If no 
reply is received it restores after a time
out period of about 12.6 seconds. 

DEL ANS 

CLOSE 

TRIP 

NO REPLY 

INQ 
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2.12 · The lamps and alarm conditions which 
result from various operations are 

described in 2.30. 

2.13 From the initiation of an order until 
the reply is received a white STA.BSY 

(station busy) lamp is lighted on the common 
control panel located at the bottom of the 
main station console face •. This lamp lights 
for all.types af functions until the main 
station retu:r:ns to its normal condition and 
is ready for the next operation. 

2.14 Provisions are made for using either 
2- or 3-digit order codes in the SC2 

system. These codes may be all 2-digit, or 
all 3-digit, or a combination of two and 
three digits. The coding arrangement-to be 
used in an installation will depend upon the 
application and the customer's potential 
expansion of his use of SC2. 

Double Transmissi'on of Codes 

2.15 Optional arrangements·are available in 
the SC2 system which result in the 

double transmission, :i.n rapid succession, of 
order codes to the satellite station. These 
individual transmissions.must agree at the 
satellite or no action takes place. See 
5.03 for the time required for single~ and 
double-transmitted codes. 
2.16 The use of double transmission is de-

pendent upon the fail-safe require
ments of the customer. However, it should 
be noted that one transmission alone gives 
extremely good reliability. 
E. lnguiry Codes Transmitted to Satellite 

Stations 
2.17 The main station attendant may at any time verify the condition of any of 

WHITE LAMPS
BEHIND TRAN~LUCENT 
DESIGNATION CARD 

REO LAMPS 

KEYS 

GREEN LAMPS 

KEYS 

AMBER LAMPS 

KEYS 

Fig. 3 - Section of Main Station Console Illustrating 
Layout of Individual Keys and Lamps 
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the devices controlled from his location. 
For this purpose an INQ (inquiry) key is as
sociated with each controlled device. It is 
not necessary to operate the ¥~STER OPERATE 
key when sending inquiry signals. 

2.18 Following the transmission of an in-
quiry signal, either a short or. long 

pulse is returned from the satellite station 
representing the current status of the de
vice. The lamp and the alarm conditions 
which result are described in 2.30 below. 

2.19 The station busy lamp is lighted from 
the start of the inquiry until the 

station returns to normal. 

2.20 Inquiry codes, like order codes, can 
be either two or three digits. How

ever, double transmission is not used since 
inquiry is not a critical function. 

F. Roll Call 

2.21 The roll call feature of the SC2 sys-
tem provides an automatic sequence of 

inquiries to all 2-state controlled devices, 
and will provide a complete check of the 
status of all such devices in the system. A 
roll call may be initiated by any of four 
methods shown below. 

(a) If a device changes condition by any 
means except in direct or immediate 

(within 6 seconds) response to an order 
from a main station, a signal is trans
mitted to the main station alerting it to 
start a roll call to find the device. 
Flashing lamp indications are provided 
when such changes occur. 

(b) Roll calls may be started automatic-
ally at periodic intervals by a preset 

roll call timer in order to provide a 
check on the line facilities. These in
tervals may be selected to agree with the 
customer's mode of operation. 

(c) The main station operator may start 
a roll call at any time by depressing 

the ROLL CALL START key located on the 
control panel at the main station. 

(d) Similarly, the monitor station at
tendant may start a roll call. 

2.22 Roll calls start from the beginning 
of a sequence to make certain that all 

devices are·checked. The most important 
functions should be arranged to appear early 
in the sequence. To mark the progress of a 
roll call, white roll call progress lamps 
located on the main station console light 
in sequence. 

2.23 In the event that a device changes 
condition during the time in which 

the system is occupied with another task, 
this change is stored in the satellite. 
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When the systemis free, the satellite sends 
in a. pulse which starts a roll call. 

2.24 If a device changes state during a 
roll call, the change may occur either 

before or after the aevice has been reached 
in the roll call. 

2.25 If a device which has changed state 
has not yet been passed by the roll 

call, the current roll call sequence will 
detect and report the change. 

2.26 If a device has already been passed by 
the roll call, the satellite will auto

matically request a new roll call at the 
completion ofthe first. 

2.27 The time required for a roll call is 
from 1 to 3 seconds per device, de

pending upon the number of digits in the 
code and the pulsing speed. 

2.28 Roll call lamp and alarm conditions 
are the same as·for individual in

quiries. In addition, a white ROLL CALL BSY 
lamp on the common control panel is lighted 
during a roll call. A ROLL CALL STOP key 
on the common control panel provides means 
for stopping a roll call at any time before 
the end of the sequence. 

G. Console Lamps and Keys 

2.29 For operating ~onvenience, all lamps 
and keys which control and display the 

status of individual customer devices are lo
cated on a sloping panel console at the main 
station. Also located on this panel are 
the lamps and keys which are associated with 
common systems operation. 

2.30 Each individual 2-state device is 
represented on the face of the main 

station console by a vertical strip of seven 
lamps and keys as shown in Fig. 3. Start
ing at the top of a strip and continuing 
downward the functions of the keys and lamps 
are as follows: 

Position 

(1) 

(2) 

(4} 

Lamp or Key 

White Lamp: This is an optional 
arrangement for use in connec
tion with customer devices which 
are expected to take longer than 
6 seconds (actually 6.3 :ll.3 
seconds) to function. 

Red Lamp: This lamp lights when 
a customer's device is in the 
"on" ,condition. 
This key position is used to op
erate the customer's device 
to the "on" condition. 

Green Lamp: This lamp lights 
when a customer's device is in 
the "off" condition. 

.I 

) 

) 
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Position 

( 5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Lamp or Key 

This key is used to operate the 
customer's device to the "off" 
condition. 

Amber Lamp: This lamp lights 
when no reply is received in re
sponse to the sending of an order 
or inquiry code. 

This key is used to initiate the 
sending of an inquiry code to a 
satellite. 

2.31 Portions of these individual lamps 
and key strips are used for other 

MASTER STA r RETIRE , VOLT 
OPERATE BSY FLASH AUDALM CONT PROCEED 

a®ee-® 
• (WHITE) (WHITE) 
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control and alarm features, such as monitor
ing single-state devices, and customer owned 
telemetering over the SC2 channel. In such 
cases, - only the necessary lamps and keys 
are equipped and the unused portion~ are 
occupied by equipment blanks. 

2.32 In addition to the strips of indi-
vidual keys and lamps, the console 

also contains a horizontal row of common 
keys and lamps, located at the bottom. These 
are shown in Fig. 4. 

2.33 Fig. 5 shows a typical console face 
layout. In this case the customer's 

terminology of "close" and "trip" was used 
instead of "on" and "off." 

r ROLL CALL --..._ 

BSY START STOP 

®~~ 
(WHITE) 

Fi~. 4 - Common Control Keys and Lamps 
on Main Station Console 

Fig. 5 - Typical Console Face Layout 
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H. Reply arid 'Alarm Signals 

2.34 Following the transmission of order 
and inqui~y signals to satellite sta

tions. long or short pulses are returned to 
indicate the current status of the remote 
device. A short pulse represents the off, 
open. or inactive condition and a long 
pulse represente the on. closed. or active 
condition. The lamp and alarm condition 
which result are as follows: 

(a) The appropriate red or green lamp 
light~ when a device operates to the 

red or green condition respectively. The 
previous lamp indication then is extin
guished. 

(b) The red or green lamp which was 
lighted before an inquiry remains 

lighted when an inquiry finds a device in 
the same condition as previously indi
cated. 

(c) A flashing red or green lamp indi-
cating the correct ·condition of a 

device results if, in response to an in
quiry. a device is found to be in a con
dition opposite to that previously 
indicated. 

(d) A flashing red or green lamp corre-
sponding to the actual condition of 

the device results if the device fails 
to respond to an order. · 

(e) An amber lamp and the extinguishing 
of the red or green lamp results in 

the event that no return signal is re
ceived from an order.or an inquiry signal. 

2.35 If a device changes condition by means 
other than a main station order, a 

satellite station sends back a single short 
pulse which initiates a roll call. 

I. Audible and Visible Alarws 
2.36 Certain audible and visible signals 

are provided to assist the main sta
tion operator in reco~izing ab~ar.ma1 Qper~ 
ating conditions. Fl~~hing red or $'reen 
lamps and the soundin~ of a bell are used 
in this ~onnection. See ~.30 .for de~ils. 

2.37 Separate keys are provided on th~ 
common control p~el to retire the 

flash to a steady condition and to silence 
the bell. . The.s.e are d. e. signa. t~ .. ·· as the 
RETIRE FLASH and RETIRE ~UD A~ keys. . 

2.38 The common control panel also con-
tains a red FA {.r:~e «lal11J) l.Qp 

which lights in the ev~mt that .any sc~. load 
fuse operates. 

J. Bui::.ding Block Dedgs 

2.39 Th~ eqUipment for all stations is 
designed on a building block basis. 
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With this arrangement only the necessary 
elements need be used for any particular 
system. 

2.40 The SC2 system can be easily expanded 
to handle more functions. If neces

sary~ a 2-digit system can be expanded to a 
3-digit system and a single code transmis
sion system can be converted to a double 
transmission system for some or all of the 
functions. 

K. Plug-in Units 

2.41 Plug-in panels provide for rapid and 
easy maintenance. The lower portion 

of the control equipment cabinet as shown 
in Fig. 2 shows· these uni't1s• ' 

3. OPERATIONAL FEATURES 

3.01 The main purpose of the SC2 system is 
to provide signals to initiate and 

supervise the operation of customefst 
2-state devices, such as pumps. valves, and 
switches. In addition, the SC2 system has 
been designed to perform a variety of other 
functions~ as will be described in the para
graphs to follow. Because of the building 
block de:sign of the system, any of these 
functions can readily be added to the sys
tem at any time depending upon the opera
tional needs of the customer. 

3.02 The description of SC2 2-state opera-
tion is presented in detail since it 

is a most important feature and will serve 
to illustrate other console operations which 
in general are similar. 

A. . Control of ~-state Devices 

3.03 All operations of 2-state and other 
functions are controlled from the main 

station console. eaQh device being controllai 
by a vertical. :r>owof keys and lamps which 
are used to generate order codes and to dis
Play the status of the controlled device. 
The main station console also has a section 
containing keys and lamps common to all of 
the syst~. Fig. 3 and 4 show both the 
indiVidual device controls and the common 
controls. 

.3.04· In operation the main station trans-
mits ordens by fail-safe methods to 

the.satellite stations. which perform these 
orders as di-~ec:t;ed~ ~d then return acknowl
edgment sj,gnals wb!eh indicate the new con
d;i.t:to:n of the cu$tcimer' s device to .the main 
S:\:i$tiOn, 

3.05 The main station also transmits in-
quj;zi signa,ls ~o the satellite sta

tion, and receive$ teturn si~als indicating 
the condition of the device in question. 

3.06 A roll call provides means for check-
ing the condition of all controlled 

devices. 

n 
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J.O? Audible and visual alarm signals indi-
cate abnormal operating conditions and 

call unordered changes in the state of cus
tomers' devices to the dispatcher's atten
tion. 

Typical Console Operation 

}.08 In a typical operation a power company 
dispatcher. may wish to operate a 

device from the open position to the closed 
position. Fig. J shows the individual lamps 
and keys on the control panel relating to 
such a device. The common control se~tion 
of the panel is shown in Fig. 4· Because 
the device is presently open. the green 
lamp of Fig. J, associated with this device. 
is on. 

}.09 To close the device, the attendant 
operates the CLOSE key shown in 

Fig. J, at the same time operating the 
MASTER OPERATE key. At this time, a code is 
sent out on the line to ~11 satellite sta
tions. In 2 or 3 seconds the transmission 
of the code is complete and the proper 
satellite station operates the designated 
device. 

3.10 As soon as the device has operated, 
the satellite station sends back a 

pulse from the customer's-device confirming 
this. 

J.ll At the main station, the return pulse 
extinguishes the green lamp and lights 

the red lamp. The operator now has an indi
cation that the operation has been per
formed. 

3.12 The lamp display is continuous, thus 
allowing an operator to tell at a 

glance the status of all devices under his 
control. 

3.13 If the device fails to close irmned-
iately, the satellite station waits 

for the closure and sends back the replyas 
soon as the closure takes place. If the 
device does not close within 6 seconds after 
receiving the order, the satellite station 
sends back a reply indicating that the 
device is still open. In this case, the 
green lamp associated with the device 
changes from steady to a flashing condition. 

3.14 The dispatcher may restore the lamp to 
the. steady condition by operating the 

RETIRE FLASH key shown in Fig. 4. 

}.15 As discussed beginning in 3.19, 
special arrangements are made for de

vices which are expected to take more 'than 
6 seconds to operate aft,er the initiation 
of an order signal. 

3.16 If a dispatcher wishes ~o verify the 
-condition of a device under his con

trol, he may do so by operating~the associ
ated INQ key shown in Fig. 3. This sends 
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out a code to inquire about the condition of 
the device. A signal is returned indicating 
to the main station. the status of the de
vice. 

}.17 ln the event that an order or inquiry 
code is transmitted and acknowledge

ment is not received at the main station,the 
amber (no reply) lamp will light. 

B. Control of Single-state Devices 

3.1g In some cases operation to one condi-
tion only is desired. An example of 

this is the ringing of a bell with automatic 
time-out or manual release at the satellite 
station. In such cases one key, a white 
lamp, and an amber lamp are provided in 
vertical order. The white lamp lights 
momentarily when a reply is received that 
the order code reached the satellite sta
tion. 

C. Provisipn for Delayed Operation 

3~19 There are some devices that take more 
than the normal 6-second interval to 

function •. For instance, in an oil pipeline 
the opening and the closing of valves takes 
several minutes. Provisions are made in the 
SC2 system to accommodat~ such devices. 

3.20 In cases where devices are not ex-
pected to operate within a few seconds 

(up to 6 seconds) following the transmittal 
of an order code, a white DEL ANS (delayed 
answer) lamp lights. This lamp is located 
at the top of the column of keys and lamps 
associated with individual 2-state devices, 
as shown in Fig. J. 

}.21 If one of .these devices is ordered to 
operate, an equipment option provides 

for immediate reply from the satellite, 
which, in this case, is merely an indication 
that the SC2 terminal equipment functioned 
to initiate the operation of the device, 
although the device has not yet operated. 

3.22 During the time that a white lamp or 
lamps ar~ lighted, indicating that a 

slow-a~ting device has been ordered to oper
ate, the SC2 system is free to handle other 
orders, alarms, or inquiries for the rest 
of the system. . 

3.23 The associated white lamp lights in 
addition to the green or red lamp 

that was already on. When the device oper
ates it $ends back a short pulse to the main 
station which then startaa roll call of all 
2-state devices having a lighted white lamp 
associated With them. 

3.24 When a roll call finds that the device 
has operated, the previous red or 

green indication and the _white lamp are ex
tinguished and the red or green lamp repre
senting the new condition lights. 
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3.25 Special arrangements are provided in 
SC2 system to speed up and minimize 

the time required to locate ordered changes 
in state of devices associated with white 
lamps. A special white lamp roll call is 
made whenever a short uninvited alarm pulse 
is sent to the main station while a white 
lamp is lit. When there are no white lamps 
lit. an uninvited short or long alarm pulse 
received at the main station.starts a regu
lar roll call which polls all devices in
cluding those associated with white lamps. 

3.26 If, when a white lamp is on. a device 
not associated with the lamp operates 

remotely, the white lamp roll call occurs 
first but will not affect any white lamp 
device conditions. Immediately following 
this,a regular roll call then takes place to 
find the device that operated remotely. 

D. Section Control Functions 

).27 In addition to the individual opera-
tion of certain devices, it may be 

desirable to operate a certain group of 
devices simultaneously. Arrangements can 
be made so that the transmission of a single 
code causes the operation of two or more 
devices located at the same or different 
satellites. In these cases, options provide 
for a reply signal from any selected satel
lite. However, usually the most remote is 
selected for this purpose as. a check on the 
line facility. 

3.28 In this type of control the operation 
of the devices may be regarded as be

ing from local action and not from a main 
station order. Therefore the operation of 
these devices will cause one or more pulses 
to be sent to the main station to start a 
roll call and establish the correct lamp in
dication for each device. 

E. Main Station Indications of Momentary 
Alarms at Satellite Stations 

3.29 Sometimes it is necessary to send an 
indication to the main station and to 

the monitor station, where used, of a 
temporary closure of a device at a satellite 
station. An example might be the temporary 
closing of a switch when a scraper, used to 
separate fluids in a pipeline, passes by a 
particular point. 

3.30 In cases such as this, an option is 
provided so that such a closing locks 

up a relay and sends -a pulse to a main sta
tion, starting a roll call. The roll call 
inquiry that finds the relay locked up also 
releases the relay, thus restoring the 
satellite to normal and making it ready for 
subsequent similar operations. At this 
time visible and audible signals occur at 
the main station and monitor stations. 
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3.31 The attendants at these stations may 
retire the alarm indications. leaving 

the system ready to indicate the passage of 
the next scraper. 

F. Device Lock Circuit to Provide Continu
~ Closure Path to Customers' Devices 

3.32 Normally an order to start or stop a 
device appears at the satellite sta

tion as a closure of about 350 milliseconds 
on one of two pairs. Closure of one pair 
initiates the start and closure of a second 
pair initiates the stop. Arrangements are 
available however, so that these closures 
can be used instead to operate and release 
a device lock relay in the satellite. 

3.33 The device lock relay provides a con-
tinuously open circuit to the customer 

for the device open condition and a continu
ously closed circuit for the device closed 
condition. Contacts are available on these 
relays, and terminals are brought out to a 
cross-connection field which permit the as
sociation of lamps to indicate the condition 
of the satellite for any particular device, 
if the feat~e is desired by the customer. 

3.34 Thus, if the customer disconnects a 
device from the satellite station, he 

can check the condition of the satellite for 
that device before it is reconnected. 

G. Initiation of Control Orders From 
Satellite Stations 

3.35 A feature is provided in the SC2 sys-
tem which permits anr satellite sta

tion to initiate a signal (system signal) 
which will cause a predetermined operation 
at every satellite. For example, it may be 
operationally desirable to control the com
plete shutdown of a pipeline by either a 
main station dispatcher's action or by a 
satellite attendant's action. The way this 
is accomplished is shown in the following 
paragraphs. 

3.36 To initiate an order from a satellite 
station, the attendant must operate a 

special system signal switch which sends a 
pulse to the main station to start a roll 
call. Whenthe station which requested the 
system signal is found (devices in this 
category will normally be placed early in 
the roll call), the roll call is automat
ically stopped and a system signal is auto
matically transmitted by the main station to 
perform the desired operation at every 
satellite. 

3-37 

the 
end 
the 

.If the system is divided into a number 
of sections, with a main station at 

beginning and a monitor station at the 
of each section. the monitor station of 
originating section automatically 
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alerts the next main station to cause it to 
transmit a signal to its section. This 
action continues to all sections in the for
ward direction. Also, the main station of 
the originating section causes the preceding 
monitor to send a pulse to its main station 
to initiate the same action in all preceding 
sections. 

3.38 The red SYSTEM SIG BSY lamp lights 
when a system signal is originated 

and is extinguished when the order has been 
carried out in the originating section· and 
the previous section. The red SYSTEM SIG 
lamp also lights during a system signal. It 
can be extinguished by operation of the 
SYSTEM RLS (release} key if the satellite 
which initiated ·the system signal is not in 
that section. If it is in that section, it 
can be extinguished only after the system 
signal switch of the satellite originating 
the signal is restored to the normal condi
tion. 

3.39 It is also possible to initiate a 
system signal from the main station. 

This is accomplished by operating the 
SYSTEM SEND key located on the common con
trol panel of the console, and the MASTER 
OPERATE key. As a result, system signals 
are automatically transmitted to preceding 
and following sections by action similar to 
that caused by a system signal originated 
at a satellite. 

H. Telemetering 

3.40 The SC2 can be used to connect and 
disconnect customer owned telemetering 

transmitters and receivers to the. existing 
control channel, or to one or~more auxiliary 
channels. 

Over SC2 Channel 

3.41 When an existing control channel is 
used, the system is arranged ~or tale

metering equipment of the 5-second cycle 
pulse duration type. The. operation is de
scribed in the following paragraphs. 

3.42 The main station attendant operates a 
single telemeter key on the control 

panel. This lights an individual white 
telemeter lamp and the STA BSY lamp on the 
common control panel. A code is then trans
mitted to the satellite station. 

3.43 When the satellite station receives 
the code it connects the proper tele

meter transmitter to the line. The main 
station then connects the proper pulse du
ration type receiver to the line. 

3.44 The receiver remains connected for 
9 seconds and then automatically di~

connects. The 9-second interval is adequate 
time to guarantee a correct reading on the 
meter regardless of at which time in the 
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5-second cycle the receiver was connected to 
the line. 

3.45 The telemetering transmitter is then 
automatically disconnected, and both 

stations return to the idle condition and . 
the station busy lamp at the main station is 
extinguished. The entire operation takes 
about 18 seconds. 

Over Auxiliary Channel 

3.46 When telemetering is done over an 
auxiliary channel, the SC2 equipment 

is used only to connect and disconnect the 
telemetering equipment to the auxiliary 
channel. Thus any particular reading may 
be held as long as desired and the SC2 
system may be used for other functions dur
ing this period. 

3.47 Any type of telemetering which can be 
adapted to the auxiliary channel can 

be used. 

3.48 A push-button key and a lamp are pro-
vided for each telemetering trans

mitter to be connected to the ~uxili~y 
channel. When any one of the push buttons 
is operated, a code is transmitted wnich 
disconnects the previous telemeter trans
mitter and connects the new transmitter. 
The line is also switched to a new receiver 
at· the main station if necessary. A signal 
is. returned which lights the lamp associated 
with the new telemeter, indicating that the 
order has been carried out. If desired, a 
key and lamp can be provided for disconnect
ing all telemetering equipment .• 

I. Direct Control 

3.49 Provision is made in the SC2 system 
so that the main station can directly 

control, at a satellite station, a device 
such as the raising or lowering of voltage 
on a rheostat motor. An order signal is 
transmitted which sets up either a raise or 
lower control path directly to this device. 
Receipt of an acknowledgement signal at the 
main station lights a red signal lamp to 
indicate that the correct path has been 
established. The white PROCEED lamp shown 
in Fig. 4 also liKhts and the VOLT CONT is 
then used t~ control the device. 

3.50 An option is provided so that either 
the remote mechanism is actuated as 

long as this key is operated and is released 
when the key is released, or the remote 
me.chanism is actuated one step for each 
time the key is depressed, the .established 
path being release~ after a time-out inter
val of 8 seconds. 

).51 In-both cases means are provided to 
assure that operation of this key at 

times when a control path is not established 
will have no effect on the system operation. 
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J. Monitor Station 

3.52 The SC2 system has prov~s~on for a 
monitor station which provides, at a 

remote location, visual indication of the 
status of control devices at the various 
associated satellites. 

3.53 The SC2 monitor station consists of a 
floor-mounted console and two or more 

equipment bays, similar in appearance to 
the main station equipment. 

3.54 The system is arranged so that a red 
and green lamp associated with each 

2-state device gives the same indications 
as the corresponding main station lamps, 
thus giving a continuous indication of the 
status of the devices. An audible alarm and 
a flashing lamp indication are given when
ever a change takes Elace a~ any of the 
satellites. Keys are provided to retire 
each of the alarm indications. 

3.55 The monitor station attendant can 
start a roll call by operating a key 

which sends a pulse back·to the main 
station. Except for this the monitor does 
not have the ability to initiate any SC2 
operations. 

3.56 Individual white lamps at a monitor 
station light momentarily each time an 

order or inquiry is recognized by the moni
tor. In this capacity, they serve as roll 
call progress lamps. 

3.57 Common red and green lamps light mo-
mentarily on the monitor console when

ever a reply signal is sent from a satellite 
station. A mutilated code alarm lamp and 
buzzer indicate when a code is distorted. 

3.58 One or more monitor stations may be 
located anywhere on the line. 

K. Control From Alternate Locations 

3.59 Satellite stations may be controlled 
from any one of a number of main 

stations which may be associated with a 
system. The main stations not in use at any 
particular time must be manually discon
nected from the line. 

4. SIGNALING CODES 

A. Basic Code 

4.01 The high degree of reliability of the 
SC2 system is based on the structure 

of the "2-out-of-5" pulse length code used 
for transmitting orders. · 

4.02 Each digit of a code, which may con-
tain either two or thre~ digits, is 

composed of a combination of short and long 
pulses. The pulse form for individual digits 
is shown in Fig. 6. 
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DIGIT CODE 

2 4 0 7 
0 

0 2 4 7 

0 2 4 7 
2 

0 2 4 7 
3 

0 2 4 7 
4 

0 2 4 7 

5 

0 2 4 7 

6 

0 2 4 7 
7 

0 2 4 7 
8 

0 2 4 7 
9 

Fig. 6 - Two-out-of-five Pulse Length Code 

short 
sents 
place 

Each traHsmitted digit must have two, 
and only two, long pulses and three 
pulses. Any other combination repre
a false code and no action will take 
at the satellite station. 

4.04 In addition, a parity check at the 
satellite assures that only five 

pulses are received for each digit of a 
code. If more or fewer than five are re
ceived, no action will take place. 

(a) The five pulses of a digit are desig-
nated in order, 0, 1, 2, 4, 7, as 

shown in Fig. 6. The value of any digit 
is given by adding the designation of the 
long pulses. An exception to this arises 
if the long pulses occur in positions 4 
and 7. In this case the digit value is 
zero. A typical 2-digit code is shown in 
Fig. 7. 

B. Assignment of Codes 

.4.05 Since the individual digit~ of a code 
are decimal, 100 codes numbered from 
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1-- FIRST DIGIT •I• SECOND DIGIT --I 
PREPARE 0 I 2 4 7 0 I 2 4 7 

0+4:4 2+4~6 

CODE 46 

Fig. 7 - Typical 2-digit Pulse Length Code 

00 to 99 are available when using only 
2-digit codes, and 1000 codes numbered from 
000 to 999 are available when using' only 
3-digit codes. 

4.06 Although a large amount of flexibility 
in the assignment of codes is pos

sible, it will be advantageous to follow 
certain fundamental rules. These are as 
follows. 

(a) If possible only 2-digit codes should 
be used for inquiries. This will save 

time in the roll call, when many such 
codes are transmitted sequentially. It 
should be noted here that if a 3-digit 
code is used for the inquiry signal of 
the device, then the design of the system 
requires that the order codes associated 
with this device also must be three 
digits. 

(b) If a system of 100 or almost 100 codes 
is to be installed and is expected to 

expand to more than 100 codes, the initial 
codes should be assigned so that a mini
mum of cross-connection changes will be 
necessary when the system is expanded. 

(c) At any satellite station, the number 
of different first digits for both 2-

and )•digit codes should be kept as small 
as possible. For 3-digit codes which are 
alike in the first digit• the second 
digits should also be alike if possible. 
These factors keep the required number of 
translating relays to a minimum. 

In addition to the above there are two 
restrictions in the assignment of codes. 

(d) No 2-digit codes can be th~ same as 
the first two digits of any 3-digit 

code. For example, if code 46is used, 
then codes 460 to 469 cannot be used. 

(e) If a 2-digit code and a 3-digit code 
are alike in the first digit, then 

the second digit of each must be in a 
different 0 to 4 or 5 to 9 group. 

4.07 The following is an example of how a 
very large satellite station could be 

arranged to receive codes. 

00-34 
350"-)99 

35 2-digit codes 
50 3-digit codes 
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40-59 
600-749 
?5-99 

20 2-digit codes 
150 3-digit codes 
25 2-digit codes 

The above group contains 80 2-digit codes 
and 200 3-digit codes. 

4.08 At the main station, a common sending 
unit is used to transmit either 2- or 

3-digit codes. At a satellite station the 
same receiving circuit is used for the re
ception of both types of codes. Minor 
changes in the satellite translator of a 
2-digit system will expand it to a 3-digit 
system. A wiring option at the main and 
satellite stations determines the number of 
digits in each code. 

C. Signals From Satellite Stations 

4.09 Acknowledgment signals are returned 
to the main station from the satellite 

stations in reply to orders and inquiries. 
These signals are simple, being either a 
single long or short pulse. The long pulse 
indicates the "on," closed, or active condi
tion o£ a customer's device and a short 
pulse indicates the "off," open, or inactive 
condition of the device. These same signals 
when uninvited, are used to initiate a roll 
call when a device undergoes an unordered 
change due to some local action. 

lt~lO The simplicity of the return signal 
arrangements permits relatively inex

pensive satellite sending equipment and main 
station receiving equipment, without any 
sacrifice in reliability. 

5. LINE FACILITIES AND PULSING SPEEDS 

A. Line Facilities 

5.01 The SC2 system is arranged for opera
tion over a variety o£ line facilities 

with different pulsing speeds as follows: 

Type of Facility 

(a) 2000-ohm loop 
metallic-wire 

(b) Telegraph circuit using 
standard telegraph 
facilities {without 
regenerative repeaters} 

{c) E and M leads such as 
CX, DX, SX, Nl, 0. and SF 

(d-) -43Al carrier telegraph 
channel or equivalent 

Pulses 
per Second 

10 

10 

10 

25 

5.02 In each of the above, signaling is 
done in only one direction at a time. 

The different types of available lines 
allow the customer if he so desires, to 
sacrifice speed for economy. 
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B. Pulsing Speeds 

5.03 The approximate times for transmitting 
diffe.rent types of selected codes at 

two different speeds are shownbelow. 

2-digit, single 
transmission 

3-digit, single 
transmission 

2-digit, double 
transmission 

3-digit, double 
transmission 

6. CROSS CONNECTIONS 

Number of Seconds 
for Each Code 

10 pulses 25 pulses 
per second per second 

1.7 0.7 

2.5 1.0 

3.9 1.9 

5.5 2.5 

6.01 In the SC2 system flexibility of 
appl~cation and operation is provided 

through the use of cross connections. This 
permits easy code reassignment, convenient 
addition or subtraction of control functions, 
and other modifications in operation that 
the customer may require as his needs 
change. Below is a summary of items re
quiring cross connections and the stations 
affected. 

Cross Connections Reguired 
Main Satellite Monitor 

Item Station Station Station 

(1) 

( 2) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

(6) 

z. 

7.01 

Individual .; .; .; 
codes 

2- or 3- .; .; .; 
digit codes 

Single or .; .; .; 
double trans-
mission of 
codes 

Immediate or .; 
delayed oper-
ation of cus-
tomer•s 
equipment 

Coded output .; 
to customen's 
terminals 

Satellite and .; .; .; 
monitor 
alarms, and 
miscellaneous 

INTERCONNECTION WITH THE CUSTOMERS' 
EQUIPMENT 

As discussed in 3.31 and 3.32, the· 
SC2 system is arranged to provide to 
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the customer two pairs of momentary closure 
paths, one for the trip and one for the 
close condition, or a single path which 
remains permanently open or closed for 
either of the two conditions. 

7.02 Connections to the customer's equip-
ment are not made in the SC2 cabinet, 

but are brought out through a cable to a de
marcation strip. Customer connections are 
made to terminals on this strip, thereby 
completing the circuit to the SC2 equipment. 

7.03 Fig. 8 shows a typical method by 
which SC2 momentary closures operate 

the customer's interposer relays. These 
closures are about 350 milliseconds in 
duration, during which time the customer's 
interposer relay must operate. Locking of 
these relays is taken care of in ~e 
customer's circuit. 

7.04 Fig. 9 shows how the SC2 output may 
be arranged to operate and lock a 

customer's interposer relay. In this case 
the locking circuit is provided by the SC2 
system. In order to limit the current 
drain on the SC2 system when this method 
is used, the customer's interposer relays 
should be of greater resistance than 500 
ohms. 

7.05 In both of the above interconn~ction 
arrangements, indications of the 

status of a customer's device is the same. 
The presence of ground on either one of 
two leads indicates whether a device is in 
the closed or open condition. 

8. EQUIPMENT 

8.01 Each main, satellite, and monitor 
station usually has associated with 

it a number of 7-foot equipment cabinets 
arranged for indoor mounting. A floor
mounted console containing the control lamp 
and keys is provided with each main and 
monitor station. Through this arrangement 
the equipment cabinets can be placed in an 
out-of-the-way location and the operating 
console may be located in a dispatcher's 
office .• 

8.02 Each station location requires, in 
addition to the SC2 bay equipment, 

a 7-foot cab!net for 48-volt power equip
ment. Batteries are included in this 
cabinet to provide stand-by power reserve. 

8.03 Normally a single power cabinet can 
be psed for all the SC2 equipment at 

a given location, even if a location should 
have main, satellite, and monitor equipment 
located on the premises. 

9. MAINTENANCE 

9.01 Rapid and easy maintenance is im
portant in the SC2 selective control 

system. When service interruptions occur, 
procedures must be available Which allow 
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J~-o•o----------SC2 EQUIPMENT ---------1...- CUSTOMERS EQUIPMENT ---------1•1 

MOMENTARY 
CLOSURES 

lfL 
CLOSE 

RELAY ~
L_ __ 

fuL 
TRIP D L_ __ 

RELAY 

AL 
ALARMD----:::iL --
RELAY t___ 

MEMOR~ -

SC2 
TERMINAL 

BLOCK 
(INSIDE CABINET) 

-

48V--.,-f-o 
GRD 

DEMARCATION 
STRIP 

(EXTERNAL TO 
SC2 CABINET) ..__ 

-
•IHI 

J.HI• 

~ 
rilL_ 

•I~ ~ 

,D 
f• CUSTO 

INDICA 

INTERPOSER 
RELAYS 

RELAY u CABLE 

MER 
TING 
CTS CONTA 

"""' """"' 
Fig. 8- Typical Connection to Customer's Equipment 

When Supplying Only Momentary Closures 

the telephone company to determine the 
trouble quickly. Without this. valuable 
time might be lost in traveling from one 
satellite station to another in attempting 
to locate trouble. This is especially true 
when such locations are a great distance 
from one another or from the nearest plant 
force location. 

9.02 Once a source of trouble is found. the 
plug-in feature of the system allows 

for rapid and easy restoration of service 
by merely replacing the defective unit. The 
defective unit can then be taken to a cen
tral point for repair. 

9 •. 03 · The· SC2 system is designed so that a 
number of its features serve to recog

nize trouble soon after it occurs. Some of 
these features are as follows: 

(a) The routine operations. particularly 
the periodic rol~ calls. provide 

means of checking all the associated 
equipment. No reply to an order or in
quiry indicates trouble. 

(b) Individual device white lamps at a 
monitor station light when an order 

or inquiry is known to have been sent. 
Failure to light these lamps under this 
condition is an indication of trouble. 

(c) Common red and green lamps on the 
monitor console light momentarily 

when satellite stations reply to orders 
and inquiries. Failure to light these 
lamps under these c.onditions is an indi
cation of trouble. 
(d) A lamp is provided at monitor stations 
. d~hich lights.in the event.that a code 1s 1stortea dur1ng transm1ss1on. 
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SC2 EQUIPMENT ---------~CUSTOMERS EQUIPMENT~ 

SC2 
TERMINAL 

BLOCK 
(INSIDE CABINET) 

DEMARCATION 
STRIP 

(EXTERNAL TO 
SC2 CABINET) 

MOMENTARY 
CLOSURES 

= 

0 
11H 

CLOSE 
RELAY 

~ 
- lo~ll 
11 Av v ·c DEVICE 

LOCK 
RELAY 
-48V 

GRD --

O
TRIP 
RELAY 

AL 

ALARM 
RELAY 

M. 
MEMORY 0 t 

RELAY 

- -

~ 
~ 

CABLE 

n 
tf 

+Ll 

I N.TERPOSER 
RELAY 

cus TOMER 
CATING 
TACTS 

INDI 
CON 

Fig. 9 - Typical Connection to Customer's Equipment 
1Jllien Supplying a Continuous Closure 

(e) The individual red and green lamps 
at the main and monitor stations 

should be in exact agreement. Otherwise 
trouble is indicated. 

(f) At satellite stations which are 
equippedwith device lock circuits 

(see 3.32} contacts are provided tQ.~~~
lamps can be wired to indicate the condi
tion of the satellite station device lock 
circuit for any of the devices. A dis
agreement between such a lamp and the 
actual condition of the customer's equip
ment indicates trouble unless the 
customer's equipment happens to be dis
connected from the satellite at the time. 

9.04 Once a trouble is reported, close co
operation between the telephone company 
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and the customer can, in most cases, local
ize the trouble very ~apidly. 

9•05 Satellite stations can be readily 
disconnected from a-line by a simple 

plug arrangement in the satellite cabinet 
or on the local telegraph switchboard, de
~nding JJpQ.;n.J;he type of signaling being 
used. 

9.06 Localization of trouble will be aided 
by·a multipoint separation switch 

provided by the customer, between his equip
ment and the SC2 equipment. 

9.07 In locating the source of the reported 
trouble it is expected that conven

tional means will be used to maintain the 
signaling network. For maintenance of the 
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SC2 equipment several types of test instru
ments will be used. Some of these are as 
follows: 

(a) Cheek~ of the operation of satellite 
and monitor stations may be made by 

the use of a dial test set designed 
specifically for this. purpose, but only 
at the site of these installations. This 
test will not check the margins but will 
give an adequate operational check. 

(b) Checks on the satellite and monitor 
stations may be made from telephone 

testboards by the use of a pulse length 
code test set. This test set is for use 
only on telegraph circuits employing 
10-pps speed. In many cases, this will 
make it unnecessary for a maintenance man 
to make a special visit to an installation 
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(c) Main stations can be tested for their 
ability to send correct codes by the 

use of a pen recorder. A suitable place 
for this recorder might be in the control 
test room which serves the main station. 

9.08 When any doubt exists as to the ad-
justment of some of the timing and 

pulsing relays in the system, they may be 
checked and adjusted with the aid of test 
sets such as a timing test set and a pulse 
checking test set. The station should be 
disconnected from the line when this is 
being done. 

10. PROTECTION 

10.01 Arrangements are provided with the 
system so that there is sufficient 

protection from electrical storms and other 
hazards to personnel, customer's equipment, 
and the SC2 system. 
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